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White Trash 
 
who will stand security for me at the end of times? i will stand there without 

protective helmet, without the army of defense of guardian spirits or perverted 

angels, without shields in the shaking of scaremongering, drunken melodies. alone at 

the end of the world without the salvation airlines to rescue me, without any 

personal scribe to render an account of my good deeds, my incapacities and 

malcontent agitations against the heavens. about my disenchantments, failed 

orgasms and ingratitudes. who will stand beside me like a grateful, cracked old 

trawler, coble or whaler? i often dream about a yellow whaler setting out for high-

seas fishery, for an unmerciful massacre of the resigned submarine crowds forced 

into unconditional surrender. my existence is not well-founded, it can easily be taxed 

by agony, torment or grieve any time. my life can rise in revolt against me, like a 

well-prepared assassin disguised in a porn star throwing herself into my arms. my 

city appears to me sometimes as a professional beggar waiting for me to be cast as a 

bone to quarrelling dogs. sometimes she’s a devoted professional lover selling carnal 

pleasures as an ultimate recompense for the years of indignity. who will see me 

through to the very end after all my fails and defenseless hideousness? oil lives, gas 

lives traded, bargained by powers: a modern torment, a luxurious oppression.  
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I’m Not Interested 
 

a capitalist horn of plenty, a mendaciously sparkling canaan, a land of milk and 
honey reserved for the lucky few. bleeding bells raging and raving with norhtern 
lights, pouring out as an expiatory sacrifice and a peace offering for the sins of this 
world. our world struck by apoplexy. injustice has become institutionalized, a 
genetic code, a second nature. envy, domination, relativization of values. our world 
has become ripe for an all-destroying Flood, for a torrid global conflagration. war 
marks and slits in the face, just like the so common everyday hatred, betrayal and 
emotional cannibalism. this is the new age anthropophagy of the civilized societies. 
torturing slowly, with western intelligence, eating the heart out. we witness a new 
evolution, the distortion of the personality by wrath and vengefulness. that’s what 
i’m thinking of every evening. mornings are somewhat different. today for instance i 
ate messily and stained the truthlessly promised, vacuously gleaming words with a 
steamingly hot, nauseating greasy sauce. this was the fluid of enlightenment. words 
have lost all their fake glint in this smudgy, stained dirt. this was a moment of clash, 
the procession of all the dwarfish, lilliputian kingdoms of the earth. a moment of 
relevation stuck between the interstices of the dirty, desecralized words. i meditated 
on the reasons why permanence and stability weigh heavy on my mind. i’m not 
interested in contentment and satisfaction. or in the predictable, safe bits of reality. i 
care a lot more about deconsecrating and violating words and thoughts. this was a 
moment of endless grace, succeeding in playing a trick on life that usually rams itself 
down our throat. i don’t care about conventional tranquility or beaten tracks. these 
are short-lived empires of dust. i become weary and bored with them. i opt for an 
unconditional libery of mind and soul, for a constructive mustrust towards the 
future. 


